
N-CARLIT
Automatic pool cover

The happiness of peace of mind
Reduce water loss through evaporation by up to 65%, saving up to 25% on energy costs
Increase pool safety
Cut down on cleaning and filtering
Easy to use: the pool can be covered and uncovered with the turn of a key

The N-CARLIT model is the perfect choice for your pool renovation and ideal for 
installing in existing pools.

AstralPool keeps pace with new needs with the N-Carlit automatic cover, combining 
the safety and reliability of an automatic cover with a modern design. A new pool 
cover that seamlessly integrates with the pool and its surroundings. 

The cover is available in two finishes: a stainless steel or lacquered black and white or 
lacquered beige and white version. N-Carlit also comes with the choice of automatic 
or manual operation.

AstralPool automatic pool covers have been designed to comply with the 
French standard NF P30 308 to ensure the highest level of safety for pool 
users. 

Made of rigid slats available in a range of colours, the covers’ design and 
composition allow them to float over the entire pool, making them an 
effective barrier against heat loss. 

The floating, rigid slats cover the entire pool to offer maximum security should  
any person or animal fall into the water.

Easy to use, as the pool can be soundlessly covered and uncovered with the simple 
turn of a key.

It results in significant savings: 
• The cover acts as a thermal barrier to prevent heat loss and extends  
 the swimming season. 
• It’s a basic accessory for temperature control.  
• Saves water by preventing evaporation.  
• Reduces algae growth, which translates into a significant saving  
 on chemicals treatments. 

No condensation on the pool enclosure occurs with indoor pools, preventing the 
costly deterioration of building materials.

Lower maintenance costs: reduces suspended particles. 

The automatic cover lets you better customise your pool and adds significant  
added value. 

Main BENEFITS



AstralPool continues to offer the most innovative pool safety products with a new range 
of automated pool covers that comply with the French standard NF P90 308 to ensure 
the highest level of safety for pool users. 

AstralPool’s automated covers are designed to cover the entire pool, easily extending and 
retracting thanks to a motorised roller which is easily activated at the turn of a key.

Made of rigid slats available in a range of colours, the covers’ design and composition 
allow them to float over the entire pool, making them an effective barrier against 
heat loss. The AstralPool range includes seven models that are designed to meet all  
of your pool cover needs, whether for new or existing swimming pools: the Rousillon, 
Conflent and Ceret models for in-ground covers, the aforementioned N-Carlit model 
along with the Carlit and Vallespir models for above-ground installation, and the 
above-ground Narbonne model, which features a protective casing for the roller 
mechanism. 

The automatic Roussillon, Conflent and Ceret in-ground covers integrate seamlessly with 
the pool. The roller mechanism is enclosed in a separate sunken compartment sectioned 
off from the pool by a partition wall or PVC panel.   

The roller mechanism is located outside the pool and anchored to the lip of the pool 
with the above-ground N-Carlit and Vallespir models, ideal for installing in existing 
swimming pools. 

The Narbonne covers are basic above-ground models for existing swimming pools that 
can be combined with a protective roller mechanism casing for a high-quality finish.  

AUTOMATIC Pool Covers
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